We investigate the fragmented many-body ground states of a spin-2 Bose gas in zero magnetic field. We point out that the exact ground state is not simply an average over rotationally-invariant mean-field states, in contrast to the spin-1 case with even number of particles N. We construct the exact ground states and compare them with the angular-averaged polar and cyclic states. The angular-averaged polar states fail to retrieve the exact eigenstate at N ≥ 6 while angular-averaged cyclic states sustain only for N with a multiple of 3. We calculate the density matrices and two-particle density matrices to show how deviant the angular-averaged state is from the exact one.
the exact ground state is fragmented and, for even number of particles N, can be viewed as a collection of two-particle spin-singlets. This exact ground state has equal populations in the magnetic sublevels with large number fluctuations of order N [29] , which is very different from MF states. It is claimed [39] that this exact ground state can be understood as the angular-average of the MF polar states as an analog to the relation between Fock and coherent states in a doublewell system [39] . This remains the view adopted by the most recent review articles [3, 4] . Is this perspective of angularaveraged states universal and applicable in constructing the exact ground states for larger spins? In this paper, we investigate many-body ground states of a spin-2 Bose gas, and demonstrate how angular-averaged states are unable to construct them. That the angular averaged MF states is the exact ground state is just a coincidence in spin-1 system. We address the inapplicability of the angular-averaging process, and also show how the angular-averaged MF state deviates from the exact eigenstates by studying the two-particle density matrices.
Spin-2 Bose gas.-For a spin-f Bose gas at low temperature, the two-body particle interaction involves only scattering channels of even total hyperfine spin F ′ states up to 2f [5] . We shall consider the single-mode approximation (SMA) where the spatial part of the wavefunction is the same for all spin sublevels such that the field operatorψ m (r) = ρ(r)â m with the density ρ(r) and spinor operatorâ m . Since the spatial part is frozen, the effective Hamiltonian (in zero magnetic field, to which we shall limit ourselves) involves only the interaction V which reads [7] where the coefficients are α = (4g 2 +3g 4 )/7, β = (g 4 −g 2 )/7, and γ = (g 0 − g 4 )/5 − 2(g 2 − g 4 )/7. Here the interaction parameters g F ≡ 4π
2 a F /M with the mass of the atom M and s-wave scattering length a F , and 00|2n; 2n
′ is the ClebshGordan coefficient for the overlap between the states with two spin-2 bosons of m z = n, n ′ and the spin singlet |00 . In MF theory, bosons condense. Particles macroscopically occupy a single quantum state which can be described by a spin-2 wavefunction (ϕ −2 , ..., ϕ 2 ). In our case, there are three phases characterized by two order parameters of magnetization f ≡ 2 m=−2 mϕ * m ϕ m and spin-singlet pair amplitude Θ 2 [7, 8] , wherê
is an operator which annihilates a singlet pair. That is, we have
There are three phases.
The ferromagnetic (F) phase has a finite f and zero Θ 2 , while the polar phase (P) has Θ 2 = 1 without f . When β, γ > 0, the cyclic (C) phase has the lowest mean-field energy for both zero Θ 2 and f , breaking the time-reversal symmetry. The phase boundary between F and polar phases is delineated by the line 4β = γ. The phase diagram is as shown in Fig. 1 (a) [7, 8] . Representative wavefunctions are (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) for F; (1, 0, 0, √ 2, 1) which is equivalent by rotation to (1, 0, √ 2, 0, −1) for C [14] . Within mean-field, the polar phase P can have wavefunctions P0 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) or P2 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 1), or any real linear combinations thereof [40] (apart from rotations). This degeneracy however is lifted by fluctuations [10, 11] . The resulting phase diagram, which we shall call the mean-field-plus (MF + ) phase diagram, is shown in Fig 1(a) . We note that P0(2) can be also represented by the polynomial forms via spherical harmonics as (2z 2 − x 2 − y 2 ) and (x 2 − y 2 ) respectively [14, 40] . For ease of referral later, we shall call the regions in (β, γ) parameter space occupied by the F, C, P phases as F, C, P regions.
Many-body ground states.-Let us now discuss the manybody ground states of a spin-2 Bose gas in zero magnetic field with SMA. [8, 41, 42] . For a given N, the many-body ground states are characterized by two quantum numbers F and τ . F is the total spin and the integer quantum number τ can be interpreted as the number of particles other than spin-singlet pairs, therefore τ is given by 3n 30 + λ [8, 42] where n 30 is the number of spin-singlet trios and the integer λ indicates particles other than spin-singlet pairs and trios. These states are also eigenstates of the operatorΛ ≡Θ † 2Θ 2 with eigenvalues Λ = N (N + 3) − τ (τ + 3) = (N − τ )(N + 3 + τ ), from which τ can be evaluated. The exact ground state energy is proportional to βF (F + 1) − γτ (τ + 3) aside from a term depending only on N . The phase diagram derived by minimizing the ground state energy is as sketched in Fig. 1 for N = 2 to 9. The line that separates the two phases in the β < 0, γ < 0 region is given by (4N + 2)β/(N + 3) = γ [42] which approaches to MF phase boundary in thermodynamic limit.
The wavefunctions listed in Fig 1 are constructed accord- ing to the eigenvalues F and τ which minimize the energy. In the ferromagnetic region F, they are (â † 2 ) N |0 , hence identical with the mean-field states. (Here |0 denotes the vacuum). For the polar P region, wavefunctions differ according to whether N is even or odd. For even N , the wavefunctions are (Θ †
)
N/2 |0 corresponding to τ = 0, F = 0, and maximum possible Λ's which are N (N + 3) (see also [43] ). For odd N , the states that appear near the −γ axis have wavefunctionŝ
(N −1)/2 |0 (up to rotations) again correspond to states with maximum possible Λ's which are now (N − 1)(N + 4) with τ = 1 and F = 2. Near the +β axis but still γ < 0, the states (for N ≥ 3) have the formΘ †
is an operator which creates a spin-0 trio (not normalized).
These states have τ = 3 (see the end of Sec IV in [43] ) and Λ = (N − 3)(N + 6) with F = 0.
In the region C, if the particle numbers are multiple of 3, the ground state wavefunctions are singlets constructed byΘ 2 |Ψ 3R and again τ = 3R. For the N 's shown in Fig 1, these states happen to be the same as the states near the +β axis on the γ < 0 side so that they are the same phase, but this needs not hold for larger particle numbers N ≥ 11. The states near the +γ axis with β > 0 have instead finite magnetization and are not rotationally invariant. They are not directly relevant in the rest of the paper and we shall not discuss them in detail.
Angular-averaged mean-field states.-Now we turn to the angular-averaged MF states and compare with the corresponding exact eigenstates. First we recall the corresponding results for spin-1. The MF ferromagnetic state corresponds to the exact solution. Their angular average actually vanishes. The polar mean-field state has a finite average only for N even, and give the correct exact many-body state [39] . We then demonstrate how for spin-2 the averaging process enables the fragmentation in both the polar and cyclic phases but in general it fails to correctly construct the corresponding exact eigenstates at a given point (β, γ) in parameter space.
The situation for the ferromagnetic state is exactly the same as the spin-1 case. We now consider the angularaveraged polar state of P0 (2) . Starting from the reference state (0, 0, 1, 0, 0), the state obtained by rotations via the Euler angels α, β, γ, which we denote collectively asΩ, is given by ϕ P 0 
where we have defined Ω ≡ 2π 0
2π . For our polar state P0, we thus useâ
We call the resulting state |Ψ P 0 av . It is straight-forward to evaluate the angular integrals. We find that |Ψ P 0 av retrieves the exact ground states for even N = 2, 4. For odd N = 3, 5, 7, we recover the spin singlet state located near the +β axis as indicated in Fig. 1 (see more details in [43] ). (obviously the angular average cannot produce the states with finite magnetization near the −γ axis). However for even N ≥ 6 and odd N ≥ 9, the angular-averaged states fail to construct the exact ground states. For example, for N = 6 it gives rather
which is in fact not even an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) .
Similarly for P2, we can construct angular-averaged states as in Eq. (4) except now we useâ
In this case the angular average vanishes if N is odd. For N even again it produces the correct ground states for N = 2, 4 but fails again at 6.
Actually why the angular averaged mean-field states can or cannot produce the manybody state is now clear. For N up to 5, the exact many-body singlet states are unique. Since angular averaged mean-field states must either be zero or they must be a rotationally invariant, they must either vanish or produce the singlet states. This is actually independent of whether the starting mean-field state is the corresponding ground state for the given parameters in the Hamiltonian. For N = 6, 8, 9.., the many-body singlet states are no longer unique. The angular average, if it is not zero, just produces some linear combinations of these singlets. The resulting states have nothing to do with the ground state solutions of the Hamiltonian. That the angular average of the polar state for spin-1 produces correctly the exact many-body state for even N is purely because that, for spin-1, this singlet is unique.
Let us also consider the angular-averaged states for a linear combination of both P0(2), and use ϕ (4) . For N = 6, and the angular-averaged polar state becomes (see [43] )
which in general again fails to become an eigenstate of Eq.
(1). The θ dependence of the coefficients obtained above can be understood by the symmetries of the general polar state under θ → −θ and θ → π/3 − θ [43]. We note that |Ψ P (θ) av never produces the many-body state
|0 in the C region. It happens that when cos 6θ = −1/3, the angular-averaged polar state becomes the exact ground state (Θ † 2 )
3 |0 in the P region. The above special value of θ can be understood as follows. It can be shown that the weighted average 3/2 π/3 0 dθ sin 3θ over θ, together with the average over Euler angles above, is equivalent to an average over the 4-sphere in the quantum rotor picture of [45] . If we apply this average to ϕ P m (Ω), we obtain the exact many-body state (Θ †
N/2 |0 for even N (the average vanishes for odd N ). This is because the above mentioned averages guarantee that we obtain a state that is invariant under SO(5) rotations, and (Θ †
N/2 |0 is the only such state (corresponding to τ = 0 of [42] 
where X N (θ) ≡ av Ψ p (θ)|Ψ p (θ) av and we have defined X 0 = 1. While this formula is general, let us focus on P 0. The evaluation of X N at θ = 0 are particularly straightforward. We have
whereΩ ≡Ω −1 1Ω 2 represents the rotationΩ 2 followed by the inverse ofΩ 1 . Here we have used the relation D
. We obtain X 1 = 0, X 2 = 1/5, X 3 = 2/35, X 4 = 3/35, X 5 = 4/77, X 6 = 53/(7 · 11 · 13), X 7 = 6/(11 · 13), X 8 = 5 · 19/(11 · 13 · 17), X 9 = 2 3 · 197/(11 · 13 · 17 · 19). On the other hand, as already mentioned, the exact eigenstates are also eigenvectors of the operatorΛ ≡Θ † Cyclic states.-We now study the angular-averaged cyclic states. It is simplest to use the reference state
m,−1 )(Ω) in Eq. (4). The angular-averaged C states are finite only when N is a multiple of 3, which can be easily seen by considering the integral over the angle γ. It turns out that, in these cases, the angular-averaged C states do produce the correct many-body states. This is due to the fact that ϕ aged state is annihilated byΘ 2 , so that the resulting state must satisfy Λ = 0 and hence correctly produce the corresponding many-body state. We have also verified this conclusion by direct angular averages (see [43] ). Reduced density matrix.-As a further investigation, compare, for N = 6, the two-particle density matrices for the angular-averaged polar states with those for the exact manybody states
3 |0 where g (3) is a normalization constant. (The one-particle density matrices are obviously identical since both states are rotational invariant). It is simplest to present the results using the operatorŝ
is finite only when J = J ′ and M = M ′ , and is further M independent, as expected by rotational invariance. These values are discussed in [43] . We have Ψ 6 |Â † 00Â 00 |Ψ 6 = 54/5 = 10.8, and Ψ 6 |Â † 2MÂ 2M |Ψ 6 = Ψ 6 |Â † 4MÂ 4M |Ψ 6 = 48/35 ≈ 1.37. The numerical results for the angular-averaged MF state is shown in Fig 2. The values oscillates with θ with period π/3 due to the cos 6θ factor in Eq. (5). For general θ, the difference between the angular-averaged MF and the spin-singlet pair states is less than 10%. For example Â † 00Â 00 = 10.8 for the exact many-body state while Â † 00Â 00 = 9.7 in Fig.  2(a) at θ = 0. The values are identical at cos(6θ) = −1/3.
While the density matrices at finite N in general differ, it can be shown [43] that they have the same leading terms in the large N limit, so that the energy per particle remains the same up to corrections of order 1/N , as in the case for spin-1 [29] . In the large N limit, the fragmented state has macroscopic number fluctuations while they decay rapidly as miniscule magnetization sets in, therefore it is fragile against symmetry-breaking perturbations. However we expect that the fragmentation of many-body ground state can be observable in the few-particle system where its signature of two-particle correlations is more noticeable in contrast to the mean-field results.
In conclusion, the many-body ground states of spin-2 Bose gas in zero magnetic field are in general fragmented which is however not describable via angular-averaged MF states. For polar states the angular-averaged calculation fails to describe the exact eigenstates when even or odd N ≥ 6 or 9. For cyclic states, the angular-averaged treatment only sustains the exact ground states for particle number of a multiple of 3, which preserves the constraint of Θ † 2Θ 2 = 0. That the angularaveraged MF states for even N in spin-1 Bose gas are equivalent to the exact ground states is simply a coincidence. For even higher spinor BEC (f ≥ 3), we expect angular-averaged states fail to retrieve the exact eigenstates at even smaller number of particles.
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL OF FRAGMENTED MANY-BODY STATES OF SPIN-2 BOSE GAS
In this section, we reproduce the spin-2 irreducible representation of the rotation operatorD [44] for Euler angles α, β, γ. In matrix form, d 
which is expressed in terms of spin bases (ϕ 2 , ϕ 1 , ϕ 0 , ϕ −1 , ϕ −2 ).
I. ANGULAR AVERAGE MEAN-FIELD POLAR STATES FOR FINITE NUMBER OF PARTICLES
From Eq. (4) in the paper and withâ
we first average over α and γ, which gives
where f (m) ≡ m=m1,2,3 m. We may expand the above further and use one of the delta function constraint δ f (m),0 , and the wavefunction becomes
where (N − n)/2 is integer. We then evaluate the β average either analytically or with the help of Mathematica. In the below, we report the results for this angular-averaged polar states for finite number of particles N = 2 to 10.
A. N=2
From Eq. (11), we have the angular-averaged polar state
Note that it has no θ dependence. The angular averaged MF state reproduces the exact many-body state.
B. N=3
From Eq. (11), we have the angular averaged polar state
whereΘ 3 is a three-particle singlet operator,
Note that this angular averaged state has θ dependence with a period of 2π/3 but always reproduces the exact many-body state for the region γ < 0 and near the +β axis.
C. N=4
For this even number of particles, we again have
where so far we still have a θ independent angular average. This state which is a N/2 spin-singlet-pairs state, i.e, the exact eigenstate.
D. N=5
From Eq. (11), only n=1, 3, 5 are possible for (N − n)/2 is an integer. The angular averaged polar state is
Note that this angular averaged state again has θ dependence with a period of 2π/3 and reproduces the exact many-body state for the region γ < 0 and near the +β axis.
E. N=6
For this even number of particles, we expect a combination of two-and three-particle singlet states to appear. From Eq. (11), we have
We may express this wavefunction in terms of the normalized many-body state of two-and three-particle singlet states for N particles,
For θ = 0, the normalized angular-averaged state is
where we note the finite overlap Ψ (2)
. The angular average has θ dependence in general, and it can be expressed in terms of two-particle-singlets state only when cos 6θ = −1/3. In general the angular-averaged polar state fails to construct the exact ground states which should be N/2 spin-singlet-pairs state.
F. N=8
To investigate the θ dependence of even number of particles, we proceed to calculate the angular averaged polar state of N =8,
Using the normalized singlet states,
we may express the normalized angular-averaged state (consider θ = 0) as
where again we use Ψ
. Note that when cos 6θ = −1/3, the angular averaged MF state becomes the exact many-body state.
G. N=10
We may further investigate the angular averaged MF state for even N. From Eq. (11), we have
Note that a special angle of cos 6θ=−1/3 appears similar to the cases of N =6, 8.
The θ dependence obtained above can be understood as follows. In the Cartesian representation, the general polar state is cos θ(2z
θ → −θ is equivalent to interchanging x and y, whereas θ → π/3 − θ has the effect of interchanging y and z as well as a sign change in the wavefunction. It follows that the angular averaged state must be invariant under θ → −θ, while under θ → π/3 − θ, it is multiplied by (−1)
N . On the other hand, for N particles, the θ dependence comes from terms of the form cos n θ sin N −n θ where n = 0, ...N with real coefficients (see Eq. (11)). Hence it must be of the form
where c −k = c * k . For even N , it follows that there is no θ dependence for N ≤ 4, and the θ dependence for 6 ≤ N ≤ 10 can only be a linear combination of a constant and another term ∝ cos(6θ) (only c ±6 and c 0 are allowed). For odd N with 3 ≤ N ≤ 7, the θ dependence is via cos(3θ) (only c ±3 allowed).
II. ANGULAR AVERAGED MEAN-FIELD CYCLIC STATES FOR FINITE N
When we angular averaged the mean-field cyclic state, we obtain, for N = 3,
For N = 6, we have
In both cases, we produce the exact many-body states in the C region.
III. WAVEFUNCTIONS FOR THE SINGLET MANY-BODY STATE WITH Λ = 0 IN THE C REGION
We show how to obtain the singlet wavefunctions in the C regions of Fig 1 in the main text. To simplify notations, we shall often simply write 00|n, n ′ for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 00|2n; 2n ′ when no confusion arises. We observe
where c = − 
This relation is expected since the left hand side is rotationally invariant but its right hand side can only involve one creation operator. Indeed, 
where in the last step we have used Eq. (30).
From the above we find
Note that this implies, for the special case R = 0,
a result which we shall see again in Sec IV of this SM. We can now derive the exact manybody wavefunction for the region C when N is a multiple of 3. The state |Ψ 3R with N = 3R particles and τ = N with N = 3R being a multiple of 3 (i.e.Θ † 2Θ 2 |Ψ 3R = 0 hence Λ = 0) can then be constructed as
where we have
We also note here that since [Θ 2 , N (N + 3) − Θ † 2 Θ 2 ] = 0, the states (Θ †
)
Q |Ψ 3R have the same quantum number τ = 3R though different particle numbers N = 2Q + 3R. From these we obtain the exact many-body ground states in region C of Fig. 1 in the main text.
(using (Q − k)(Q − k + 1) = k(k − 1) − 2Qk + Q(Q + 1)), and We demonstrate the use of the above relations by checking here the normalization of |Ψ 2Q . Ψ 2Q |Ψ 2Q is given by
